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Rock the
"rocking
means to
a fight,

boat - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
the boat" means stirring up trouble. To rock the boat
disrupt things, promote disharmony, make waves, pick
causing trouble.

Book of the Month: Rock The Boat: Boats, Cabins and Homes on
the Water — Lagom
Why Rock the Boat? is a Canadian romantic comedy film,
directed by John Howe and released in The film stars Stuart
Gillard as Harry Barnes, a young.
To rock the boat definition and meaning | Collins English
Dictionary
A young naive reporter romances a female reporter who is
quietly organizing a journalist union and joins her cause.
Stuart Gillard, Tiiu Leek, Ken James. John Howe's WHY ROCK THE
BOAT? is a pleasing comedy that boasts a sharp eye for
recreating 's era Montreal.

Why Rock the Boat? () - IMDb
To rock the boat definition: If you say that someone is
rocking the boat, you mean that they are upsetting a calm |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and.
Rock the boat definition and meaning | Collins English
Dictionary
Why Rock the Boat has 4 ratings and 2 reviews. Kimbofo said: I
love a good journalism novel and this one, by Canadian writer
William Weintraub, fits righ.
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It is your job to push them to new heights and Why Rock the
Boat them as well as yourself to thinking in a new way about
your business. His main ambitions seem to be steering clear of
the tyrannical editor Henry Beckman and pursuing a
relationship with a lovely fellow reporter Tiiu Leek on a
rival paper. Sep04,KimboforateditreallylikeditShelves: Get My
Report Card. Hold a meeting to explain your ideas and to hear
what others are thinking.
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